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INTRODUCTION

Scope

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY

Sales are sluggish amid greater market uncertainty, but the industry will bounce back
Only four markets manage to record positive sales growth over the historic period
Asia Pacific is the only region expected to deliver stronger sales in 2027 compared to 2017
Recovering passenger car production will lift sales growth over the forecast period
SUVs and crossovers continue to gain popularity in most markets
The small SUVs and crossovers segment is catching up, but growth will prevail in all segments

LEADING COMPANIES AND BRANDS

Toyota maintains its dominance over close rival Volkswagen despite its slow shift to EVs
Tesla and BYD’s strong performances reflect robust demand for EVs
Several legacy car manufacturers are positioning towards an EV future
Supply chain management to underpin car manufacturers’ competitive strength in EV industry
Asia Pacific remains the leading region for sales among the 10 most popular brands

TOP FIVE TRENDS SHAPING THE INDUSTRY

Examining the top five trends shaping the automotive industry
Sustainability pressures are earmarking a paradigm shift to electric vehicles
Case study: Stellantis launches STLA Medium as its first of four global BEV platforms
Semi-autonomous cars are surging as new rules open the way for fully driverless cars
Case study: BMW to launch the 7 Series G70 with SAE Level 3 driving system
Automotive e-commerce sales gaining popularity as car manufacturers look for better margins
Case study: Honda launches its online car sales platform in South Korea
Connected cars are becoming more interconnected with the outside world
Case study: MediaTek partners with Nvidia to deliver next-gen connected car technology
Flexible ownership is gaining popularity, especially subscription services for young consumers
Case study: Kia Germany launches its subscription service, Kia Flex
Other key trends impacting the automotive industry

MARKET SNAPSHOTS

Regional snapshot: Asia Pacific
Regional snapshot: North America
Regional snapshot: Western Europe
Regional snapshot: Latin America
Regional snapshot: Middle East and Africa
Regional snapshot: Eastern Europe
Regional snapshot: Australasia
Category snapshot: SUVs and Crossovers
Category snapshot: Multi Purpose Cars
Category snapshot: Sports Cars
Category snapshot: Luxury Cars
Category snapshot: Executive Cars
Category snapshot: Large Cars
Category snapshot: Medium Cars
Category snapshot: Small Cars
Category snapshot: Mini Cars
Category snapshot: Pick-Ups
Category snapshot: Vans
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About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/world-market-for-automotive/report.


